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REGULAR GEODESIC NORMAL FORMS IN
VIRTUALLY ABELIAN GROUPS

WALTER D. NEUMANN AND MICHAEL SHAPIRO

We describe a virtually Abelian group G generated by a finite set X such that
there is no regular language of geodesic X-words that surjects to G by evaluation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cannon gave an example [2, Example 4.4.2] of a virtually Abelian group with finite
generating set X such that the language of geodesic X-words for G is not a regular
language. Since his example admits a geodesic automatic structure in the generators
X, it left open the possibility that this might always be so: a virtually Abelian group
might admit a geodesic automatic structure for any generating set, or at least a geodesic
regular unique normal form (which is weaker). This is suggested as a question in [2].
A reason to hope it might be true was that it would give a very satisfactory proof of
Benson's theorem [1] that the growth function of a virtually Abelian group is rational
with respect to any generating set.

In this note we exhibit a virtually Abelian group G with finite generating set X
such that there is no regular language of geodesic X-words for G that surjects to G.

In this context it is worth recalling a result of [3] that any finite generating set of
an Abelian group has the property that the full language of geodesies is regular and
contains an automatic structure for G. Moreover, for virtually Abelian groups every
finite generating set can be enlarged to one with this property.

CONVENTION. Our generating sets X will always be symmetric. That is, when we
list generators we mean that both those generators and their inverses are to be in our
generating set.

2. A PRELIMINARY EXAMPLE

We start with an example that uses a weighted generating set. That is, we allow
the generators to have lengths other than 1. Our example is given by the following
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presentation:

H = {x,y,t,r\t2 = T2 = [r,t] = 1, (x,xt,xT,xtT,y,yt,yT,ytT commute),

The last relation gives

x + xT = y + y*

x + xT = yT + y

x* 4- xiT = y + yl

These are not independent. It is not hard to see that

1 -> N -> H -> V ->• 1

where V is the Klein 4-group and N is free Abelian of rank 5. We shall give the
generators x±1,y±1,t±1,r±1 lengths 1,1,1,2 respectively. We shall suppose that there
is a regular language L consisting of geodesies and surjecting to H and we shall derive
a contradiction.

There is a homomorphism e: H —• Z that takes t and r to the trivial element and
x,xt,xT,xtT,y,yt,yT,ytT all to 1. Any element h € H thus has length at least \e(h)\.
Moreover, if it is in N then it involves an even number of instances of t and of r , so its
length is congruent to e{h) modulo 2. Moreover, if it is in N but not in the subgroup
generated by x and y then it has length at least |e(/i)| + 2, or even \e{h)\ + 4 if it
cannot be written in terms of x, y, and t.

We consider elements of N < H in the positive span of x, xT, y and yl. First
consider an element of the form xayb(yt)c with c > 0. This can be written geodesically
as xaybtyct and thus l{xayb{yt)°) =a + b + c + 2.

We now consider an element of the form xd{xT)eyf with e > 0. Notice that

Thus, if e ^ d, this lies in the positive span of x, y, and y* and thus l{xd{xT)eyf) =
d+e + f + 2. On the other hand, if e > d, then it is not hard to see that xd(xT)eyf has
length d + e + f + 4. And moreover, if e > d + 1 then every geodesic for this element
has the form

(*) W = W\TXeTW2
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where w\ and W2 are positive words in x and y which together contain d x's and
f y's. (If e = d + 1 we have additional geodesies such as x~1y!+etyet of length
2e + / + 3 = d + e + / + 4.) Notice that the word (*) is geodesic if and only if
e > d. Now L must contain such words with d arbitrarily large. We fix a finite state
automaton M for L and choose a word w so that d is at least the number of states of
M . Then e is greater than the number of states of M so the portion xe of w traverses
a loop of M. By eliminating such loops we find a word w' = w\rxe TW^ which is also
in L, but has e' no larger than the number of states of M and hence no larger than d.
It is thus not geodesic. Thus there can be no regular language of geodesies surjecting
to H.

3. T H E MAIN EXAMPLE

We now embed the above preliminary example in an example where all generators
have length 1. We take

G = (x,y,t,s 1t2 = s4 = [s,t] = 1, (xa,x^,ya,y0 commute, for any

a, /3 <= {1, s, s2, s3, t, ts, ts2, ts3}), x + Xs* = y + yl).

G has a finite index normal subgroup which is free Abelian of rank 10. Taking T — s2

embeds H in to G. It is easy to see that this embedding is totally geodesic in the
sense that a geodesic word in x, y, s, t that evaluates into the subgroup is the result of
substituting r = s2 in a geodesic word of the subgroup. We leave this to the reader.
It then follows that this example inherits the property that the language of geodesies
has no regular sublanguage which surjects to the group (in fact, no regular sublanguage
can evaluate to a subset containing the subgroup).
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